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ON THE DETERMINATION OF THE
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(Dedicated to Professor Dr B. Huppert on his sixtieth birthday)

Introduction

Let K be a field, G a finite group, V a (right) /CG-module. If H is a subgroup of G,
then, restricting the action of G on V to H, V is also a XH-module. Notation: VH.

Suppose N is a normal subgroup of G. The KN-module VN is not irreducible in
general, even when V is irreducible as KG-module. A part of the well-known theorem of
A. H. Clifford [1, V.I7.3] yields the following.

Theorem (A. H. Clifford). Let V be an irreducible KG-module. Let N ^ G. Then V is
a completely reducible KN-module. Moreover

VN=Vl+ ••• + ¥„,

where Vt^Vj as KN-modules if i £j, and each Vt is a direct sum of e isomorphic copies of
an irreducible KN-submodule Wh say, and W^Wj if ifij. We write V—eWj. It holds that

There exists a group A with N^A^G, \G:A\=n, and a KA-submodule T of V such that
TN = eWl and V~T(x)KAKG, as KG-modules. The integer e is called the inertia index (or
ramification index) of V over N. It is independent of i e {1,..., n}.

Consider the groups G, A, N as in Clifford's Theorem. It is important to know what
the actual value of e is, in particular whether c divides the order of A/N. In two well-
known cases it is indeed true that e divides |A/N|, namely

1. K algebraically closed of characteristic zero or of positive characteristic not
dividing the order of G (see [6, p. 35]).

2. K a finite field of odd characteristic not dividing the order of G and containing.the
primitive mth-roots of unity, where m = |G|2', G/N an elementary abelian p-group
(see [4, Theorem 13]), due to W. Willems.
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It is not true that the divisibility property of the inertia index always holds. As an
example, take R cyclic of order 3, K = F2, {1} = N <R. Then there exists an irreducible
two-dimensional F2-representation of R with inertia index 2 over N. So here e)(\R/N\.

In [5, Theorem E], it was shown that e = l, e=q or e\q—\ in the case where G/N has
prime order q, G arbitrary finite, K any finite field. It is the purpose of this paper to
generalize that Theorem E of [5], and to give full information about the number e in
the case where G/N is cyclic of prime power order and K is a finite field. It follows from
Clifford's Theorem that it is sufficient to consider the homogeneous case VN=eW, Wan
irreducible KN-submodule of the irreducible KG-module K As a corollary to our results
we conclude that e always divides \G/N\ in the case where G/N is a cyclic 2-group and
K is a finite field.

Most of the notation is standard and can be found in [1, 2, 3] or is otherwise clear or
self-explanatory. We use:

£ = an algebraic closure of the field E,
Ft=finite field consisting of t elements,
F(x): see the definition given in the last lines of page 151 of [3].

This paper is dedicated to Professor Dr B. Huppert on the occasion of his sixtieth
birthday, as a token of homage to him for all his work in finite group theory. Needless
to say the books he has written will be landmarks for ever.

Tbe theorems and tbeir proofs

Theorem 1. Let G be a finite group, N ^ G, G/N cyclic of order q", q prime. Assume V
is an irreducible FG-module for a certain finite field F. Suppose VN is a direct sum of e
irreducible FN-submodules, each isomorphic to the irreducible FN-submodule U of VN. We
write VN = eU. Let F(n) = F(n(n)\neN), where n is the trace function of some irreducible
constituent of the FN-module l/(X)FF. Put X^N, \G/X\ = q. Suppose Vx is homogeneous
but not irreducible. Then e^.2 and either (1) or (2) holds.

— 1. There exists an irreducible
Vu = <fW, WM = U, unlessG/M

F(n)\ + 1, 2»+lX\F(ri)\ + l, 0^2, then

1. Suppose e=q°, a^ 1. Then (char F, q) = 1 and q
FM-submodule W of V such that N ^ M ^
q = 2 and \F(n)\ = -I(mod4). / / q = 2 and
there exists an irreducible FM-submodule W of V with N^M^G, \G/M\ = 2a+P'1,
VM = 2aW, WN=U, unless e=2.

2. Suppose e does not divide \G/N\. Then (charF, q) = l. It holds that e divides
<p(\G/N\) = qa~1(q— 1). So q is odd. Write e = fqy~1,f\q—l. Then 2 ^ / and f is the
order of\F(n)\ modulo q. When y^2, then there exists an irreducible FM-submodule
W of V with N^M^G, \G/M\=q°, VM = eW, WN=U, where ^ | |F(^) | e - l but

It follows from the construction of the proof of Theorem 1, that each of the cases
actually occurs in practice.

The following observation elucidates why the case e = 2 deserves separate treatment.

Remark 2. Let K be a finite field such that 2/i||K| + l, 2')+1
/|'|K| + l, /S^2. Let G be
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a cyclic group of order 2" ̂ 4 . Then G admits a two-dimensional irreducible K-
representation. Its restriction to Af = {1} is twice the trivial K-representation of {1}.

Proof of Theorem 1. It turns out that q^cha rF for otherwise Green's Theorem
VII.9.19 of [2] yields e = l. By Theorem VII.2.6 of [2] there exists a finite field K
containing F such that K is a splitting field for G and all its sections. Consider F(X)FK.

Then, for suitable integers u and s, we have the following decompositions into
irreducible KG-modules Rj and irreducible KN-modules 7}:

= e(T1 + --- + Ts).

By [2, VII.1.16(e)] it follows that the Rt are pairwise non-isomorphic absolutely
irreducible /CG-modules affording characters which are galois conjugated to each other;
see also [4, 9.21]. The same statement holds for the /CAf-modules 7j.

(1) Let RUN be not homogeneous. Let W be an irreducible constituent of the KN-
module RUN. By considering the algebraic closure of K, the fact that G/N is cyclic,
Clifford's Theorem, the fact that charK^lG/Afl, and combining these with Theorems
9.9. and 9.18 of Chapter VII of [2], it follows that Ri^N is a direct sum of pairwise
non-isomorphic KAT-submodules of RUN. Such a W is isomorphic to some Th as KN-
modules. It follows that, say, RUN=Tl + --- + Tf. The inertia group / of 7\ in G is
here different from G by assumption. Hence X 2 / 2 N as G/N is cyclic of prime power
order. The ramification index of Ki over X is one (by [2, VII.9.18]) and / = |G/ / | ^2 .
Therefore there exists an irreducible K7-module D with D^)KIKG = Ri. Hence
^ ( X ) K / J ^ is an irreducible constituent of Ri\x- So Rlix decomposes into a direct
sum of q pairwise non-isomorphic irreducible KX-modu\es, again by [2, VII.9.18].
Each of these modules gives Rt when induced up to G. By galois conjugacy
something similar holds for each of the Ru..., Ru. It follows that (F(X)F/C)X is a direct
sum of pairwise non-isomorphic irreducible KAf-modules. However this is in conflict
with the assumption that Vx should be homogeneous but not irreducible.

(2) Suppose now that all RiiN are homogeneous. Then, by [2, VII. 9.9] and [2, VII.
9.18] combined with the facts G/N cyclic, Clifford's Theorem, char KJf\G/N\, it now
follows that all the Ri[N are absolutely irreducible /CN-modules. Let now x be the
trace function of Rt. Note that the field F(x) does not depend on the index i, by [4,
9.21(c)]. So we have K(X)FF(z) = S1 4-••• +SU, where, say, i?,^S,(x)F(;t)A:, and where
Si^kSj if i=f=j, as F(z)G-modules. Observe that any S, is an absolutely irreducible
F(#)G-module. Since R^N is an absolutely irreducible KN-module, it holds that S^N

is an absolutely irreducible F(x)AT-module, for any i. Notice that M = [ F ( ^ ) : F ] =

|Gal(F(x)/F)| and that Gal(F(x)/F) is cyclic, generated by the Frobenius automorphism
xi->xlFl, any xeF(x). We have et = u, where t is determined by (V(x)ftt

:(x))N =
(Si +••• +Su)N^e(U^)r¥(x)) = e(Ll +••• 4-L,); the L, are pairwise non-isomorphic
(absolutely) irreducible F(x)AF-submodules of l/(^VF(x). Consider F(f/), where n is
the trace function of an irreducible KN-submodule of U(x)fK.. Hence ¥(rf)^K.
Then t = s, where l/(xVF(f/)= Yt +••• 4- Ys is the decomposition into (absolutely)
irreducible F(>;)-submodules of l/(xVF(f/). Since Gal(X/F) is cyclic, it is easily seen
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(2.1) Assume from now on that e^2. Then some of the S,^ are isomorphic to one
and the same (absolutely) irreducible F(x)JV-submodule A of U^)ff(x). Let the
cardinality of the set S, consisting of all these St with S^N = A, be c. Without loss of
generality, put S = {Sl,S2,...,Se}. Then, just as it is done in [5, Theorem E, Proof],
it follows that cs = u = ct and that c = |Gal(F(x)/Fr)|, where r = |F|s. Hence c = e. Let
<y> = Gal(F(^)/Fr). Then, according to [2, VII.9.13], a unique one-dimensional ¥(x)G-
module A exists, on which N acts trivially, such that S\ s S j (X^co A. By iteration and
employing [2, VII.9.12(c)], it follows that A" is equal to the trivial one-dimensional
F(x)G-module, where J i=(r e - l ) / ( r - l ) . The order of A divides \G/N\. SO |A| = <f, a^n.
Since \=f=y, a ^ l holds. Further, it follows from a repeated application of y that no
integer (r'— l)/(r— 1) is a multiple of q" for any i=l,...,e—l. We now consider two
possibilities: (1) q\r—\, (2) qJ(r — \.

(2.1.1) Let q\r-\. Suppose qm\r-\ but qm+lXr-l. In the cases {q odd, m^l} and
\q = 2, m^2} it follows that the integer (r**9 — l)/(r— 1) with qjfg and fc^O, has precisely
k divisors q in its prime decomposition. From this it follows that e = q". On the other
hand, in the case {q = 2, m = \} we can write r = 2"v-l with 0^2, 2J{v. It follows that
for fc^l, 2J{g, the integer (r2*9—l)/(r—1) has precisely 0 + k — l divisors 2 in its prime
decomposition. Observe that for fc = 0 (r9— l)/(r— 1) is odd.

Suppose for the moment that m=/=l. Then order A = q° = e (q = 2 is possible here).
Let N^M^G, M^G, \G/M\ = q". Then AM is the trivial one-dimensional F(x)M-
module. Hence S 1 | M ^ S 2 | M S ••• =Se|M, and Sj|M is an irreducible F(^)M-module.
Since S^N is an absolutely irreducible F(x)N-module, we see that SliM is even
absolutely irreducible as an F(#)M-module. Consider VM = d(X1j (--Xj), d^l, the
Xi's irreducible FM-submodules of V, X^Xj if i^j, as FM-modules. Using
SI|M = 5,|M f°r e a c n ' = 1.•••.«. it follows from the Deuring-Noether Theorem applied
on the irreducible constituents of KM(X)FF(X), that e ̂  <f._ However, regarding eC/=Fw

via PM|W> ^ = e holds. Hence d = c, z = l and so VM = eX1=qaXl, XliN^U.
Now let m = l, q = 2, r = 2"v-l, 0^2, 2)(x>. We see that if e = 2i with ^ ^ 2 , then

order A = 2"+*~1. Conversely, when order A = 2P+W, w^ l , then c = 2w+1.
Just as before it now follows that there exists an irreducible FM-submodule W of V
with N^M^G, \G/M\ = 2fi+s-\ VM = 2'W, WN = U. The case e = 2 is treated in
Remark 2.

(2.1.2) Let qjfr—l. Since also ^^r = |F|s, it follows that q is odd. Then obviously e is
equal to the order of r modulo q°. Hence e\qa~l(q — l), by Euler's Theorem. Hence, as
qa\\G/N\, we have e\<l>{\G/N\) = qn~l{q-l). So write e = qr~lf, l^y^a, f\q-l.
Observe / ^ 2 . For otherwise, just by (r — l,q)= 1 =(r,q), we get a contradiction. Now
suppose that y^2 and that q^1'1-!, e>a, ^ + 1 ^ r / « ' " - l . Then qE-1 |r /«r"2-l )

whence q°\rfqy 2 —1, contrary to the definition of e. Hence we conclude that qfW'—l,
q°+1Xre-l if y^2. Let / be the order of r modulo q. Hence / | / Also ^ I | r / ^ ~ 1 - 1 ,
whence e\Jq°~l by definition of e. Since (<?,/) = 1, /? y ~ 1 |^ | f l ~ 1 implies f\f. Therefore
/ = / Again by the same reasoning as in (2.1.1) the required result on the FM-module
W now follows. Next suppose y = {. Here e=f is the order of r modulo q". When
a^2, then order f of r modulo ^a~1 divides / Also q"\rq—\ and so f\fq. Hence
f\f, whence / = / Inductively it follows that / is the order of r modulo q.

The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. •
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Proof of Remark 2. Let m=min{n,/?+l}. Suppose ( is a primitive 2m-th root of
unity in some extension field of K. Hence £ can be regarded as an element from
F|K|2 2K, but here C^K. It follows that the Frobenius automorphism x->x|K| (xeF|Kp)
of F|K|2 has order 2 and (|K|=/=(. By Exercise (9.6) of [4] there exists now an irreducible
(possibly non-faithful) 2-dimensional K-representation of G. •

We come now to the final Theorem 3 in which the decomposing behaviour of VN is
demonstrated via normal subgroups between G and N.

Theorem 3. Let G/N be cyclic of order <f, q prime. Assume V is an irreducible ¥G-
module for a finite field F. Suppose VN = eU, U an irreducible ¥N-submodule of VN. Then
precisely one of the following holds.

(1) If N <?M J9 G, |G/M|=q, then VM is the direct sum of q pairwise non-isomorphic
irreducible ¥M-submodules.

(2) There exists N =$3 T ^ G such that VT is an irreducible ¥T-module and either e = \ or
Theorem 1 holds for {T, VT,N, U}.

In either case e divides q"(q—l) and e^q".

Proof. We may assume that (1) does not hold and that e~§/l. Hence Theorem 1
holds for {G, V,N, U} or, setting N^M^G with \G/M\ = q, VM is irreducible as an FM-
module. So we assume that VM is an irreducible FAf-module. Take any subgroup S of M
with AfeScM. Note that N=f=M by e^.2. If Vs is not homogeneous, then the property
G/S cyclic of prime power order would yield that VM would not be homogeneous, a
contradiction. Hence Vs is homogeneous. So there exists N^L^T^M = G such that VT

is an irreducible FT-module and such that VL is homogeneous but not irreducible as an
FL-module, where \T/L\ = q. Therefore Theorem 1 holds for {7̂  VT,N, U}.

In case (1) we put VM = L1 + -- +Lq as the required sum decomposition. Hence
Li\N = etI~lU f°r e a c n »'. by the Krull-Schmidt Theorem. So by induction e\q"(q— 1) and
e^q".

If in case (2) T + G then by induction e\\T/N\(q-l) and e<L\T/N\. Hence e\q"(q-l)
and e^q".

If in case (2) T=G then we read of directly from Theorem 1 that e\q"(q— 1) and
•
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